
 
 

Citizen Resolution # _570621__________   
                    (For Hearing Officer completion) 

 

Reconsider a pilot study of the CWD Payment for 
Positives reward program for 2022.  

  

 

 

Chronic wasting disease (CWD) is spreading and the incurable disease is 
negatively impacting deer populations and hunting in the southwestern Wisconsin. 
Action is needed. Over 10% of all deer sampled in Columbia (14%), Dane (18%), 
Grant (11%), Green (17%), Iowa (29%), Lafayette (16%), Richland (20%), and Sauk 
(26%) counties during the 2020-21 deer season were positive for CWD, and 
prevalence appears to be steadily increasing.  
In April 2019, the Wisconsin Conservation Congress Annual Spring County 
Conservation Meeting included the following statewide Question 52: Do you favor 
conducting a pilot CWD Payment for Positives program to test if CWD testing rates 
and removal of CWD-positive deer can be increased from infected areas, Yes or 
No? The question received a favorable response from 4,408 (57%) of the 7,673 
respondents, versus 3,265 (43%) opposed; and it also carried 39 (54%) counties in 
favor, against 29 (40%) counties opposed, with 4 (6%) counties tied. Yet at the 
subsequent Conservation Congress Annual Meeting, the congress delegates voted 
against the pilot in an unrecorded paddle vote. In later summarizing the situation in 
his report to the Wisconsin Natural Resources Board, former Congress Chair Larry 
Bonde said the Congress very, very seldom goes against the popular vote, but 
citing various concerns, he encouraged the DNR and the Board to hold off for 2019, 
and keep looking at the research, and hopefully find ways to address public 
concerns about CWD with more value in the future.  
Consequently we are starting over at the Conservation Congress county resolution 
level, hoping that with your support, we can do a better job of making our case to 
the Congress delegates and committees, and once again get a pilot study for CWD 
Payment4Positives on the statewide Congress questionnaire for 2022. Thank-you 
for your consideration. 
 
 
 
 

Tom Hauge 
1225 Sunset Circle 
Prairie du Sac, United States of America 53578 
608-477-0537 
Thauge.1953@gmail.com 
Sauk County 
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